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SUMMARY
Charts are presented for estimating the
in a supersonic stream. The wing @an form
Mirels
aownwash behind wings
for which computations
are made inolude rectangular tinge with reduced aspect ratios
(cotangent of Mach angle times aspect ratio) of 2, 4, 8, and 12;
trapezoidal wings with reduced aspect ratios ranging from 2 to 12.8
and taper ratios of 1/2 and 1/4; and trimgular win= with reduced
aspect ratica of 8 and 12. All the wings have su~ersoni.oleading
and trailing edges.
The charts are obtained on the basis of Mfttig-line theory. .
For each wing, clprts of tie downwash near the wing, the downwash
in the Trefftz plane, and the spanwise distribution of loading are
presented. The charts sre applicable behind the wings in regions
where the effect of the rolllng up of the trailing vortex sheet is
not excessive. The calculation of downwash farther downstream is
briefly aficp8f38a.
A procedure is indioated to correct for the displacement and
the distortion of the trailing vortex sheet. The downwash behind
wings with flaps is briefly considered.
INTRODUCTION
Charts presented in reference 1 for the dowmwash behind W5W
at subsonic speeds have proved of great value to the airoraft
designer. With the recent emphasis on hi@-s~ed flight, a sM1=
series of charts for the downwash behind wings at supersonic speeds
wOtiake equally useful. A omnputational program was therefore
undertaken at the IVACALewis laboratory to provide such charts.
,
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The downwash charts presented herein are based on the lifting-
line theory of refemmce 2. Downwash results obtained from the
linearized theory of reference 2 may differ from those encountered
in practioe due to (from references 1 and 3):
1. Displacement and distortion of the trailing vortex sheet “
2. Differences between theoretical and actual spanwise distri-
tmtion of loading
3. Wing-kly interference
4. Viscous-wake effects
A first-order correction for the displacement and the distortion
of the trailing vortex sheet, as suggested in reference 1, is
incorporated. The region of validity of this approximation is dis-
cussed on the lmsis of the analysis of reference 4.
Charts are presented for obtaining the downwaeh lehind rec-
tangular, trapezoidal, and triangul= wings, all of which have ‘
supersonic leading d trailing edges. The downwash behind tri-
angular wir@ wtth subsonic leading edges is p?esented in refer-
ences 5 and 6.
l
THEoEY
Downwash Near Wing
The vertical perturbation velocity at a @nt x,y,z induoed
by a lifting line lying in the z = O plane along the y-axis
(fig. l(a)) is given in reference 2 (equation (46)) as
1J ‘b-ye) (ro2+2z2)w=-— 2Z 2 2 $&oro(x2~2z2) [(y-yo) +2Ya 1 (1)
where p is the spsnwise distribution of.Utioulation ~ Ya
@ Yb =e the -b.de lhd_k of the l~%i~
within the forward Mach oone from x,y,z. (The
in thti report are defiped in appendix A.) The
“,
line contained
main Syllmolsused
integration ~ be
——.————.- —--— —-——-———- —— —
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approximated by a sunmation corresponding to repl”~ing the Mfting
line and its shed vortex sheet by a finite nmikr of horseshoe
vortioes. That is. a smooth manwise -iation in circulation is ‘
replaced by a stepkse variati6n, as illwtrated
Equation (1) then beccmm
n
1 E dY-Yf) (ri2-P2z2)‘=-%
in figure l(b).
(Ar)i (2)
where (~) i is the strength d? the i-th traillng line vortex,
yi is the spanwise mordinde of the I-th trailing line vortex,
and n is Woe the nuder of homeshoe vortioes used. The terns
for whioh ri is imaginmy are omitted from the summation because
such terms arise frcm line vortices that lie outside the forecone
froq x,y,z. This summation corresponds to integrating equation (1)
between the MmLts ya d yb. The si~ d (Auf, is negative
if, by applying the right-hand mile, the vortex vector is in the
positive x+lirection. l?hemagnitude cd? (Ar)i is eqm%l to the
jump of the i-th step in the load distribution.
~quation (2) mqv be put in a form more suitable for comput-
ationsby SUbStitUt@J~= X/~b’,q = y/b’, @ (= Z/b’ to .
oMMin
.
(3)
Flat-plate wings will be assumed for the remaitier of the
report. The reswts are applicable to other wings, huwever, ims -
muoh as the dcmmsh behind a wing with thickness and cmmher equals
the flat-plabe solution plus the a~ ofthewingat zero angle
of attack. Wus,
–=-%+”=w
au da aU
.——--- ..—..——.- —-— . -—-——. . ....——. ——. . .....— —
4
0
where
For a
W&+ isthe
flat plate,
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downwash of the wing at zero angle of attack.
w dc.
—=-—
aU aa
so that equation (3) my he written as
n
“dc 1 ‘m
L
(AI’)i
—=—— Gi —
da 2fiaUb’ rmn
(4)
where I’m is the value of r at midspan.
.
The factor ~ is singulm for points on a line votiex; tmt
is, when q = ,qi and ~= O. Comp=ison of dowmwash obtained by
-ic. ~te=ation ~ n~rioal ~te~tion ~cates ~at the.
computational ~oints in the (. O plane should be half-way
between line vortices whew equation (4) is used. Computational “
points, with C ~ O, that lie on the aftercone from a corner of a
horseshoe vortex should be avoided inas.mnchas the radical in the
denmninator of Gi is then zero.
The results of reference 2 show that the l~ing-line approxi-
mation gives values of dcwnwash that are in good agreement with
the exact linearized solution if the lifting line is @aced at the
“1/2-chord point for rectangular tinge M at the 3/4-chord point
for triangular wings. For the present computations, the Mne vor-
tices were therefore placed at these chordwise locations. The
l/2-chord location was also used for the trapezoidal wings.
Near the trailing edge of.a wing the lifting-linemethod iE
not in close agreement with exact linearized theory. At the trall-
i~ cage, hcmver, the exmt ltie~iz~ val~ of tie d~ w
be readily obtaimd by the methods of reference 7. Fa trailing
edges normal to the free-stre~ d~ection~ WW me~~ Yiel@
(5)
where u is the perturbation velocity in the x~irection on the
tOpsurface Of the wing at tie traili% @ge. An est~te of tie
downweah near the trailing edge in the z = O plane may then be
l1
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made by fairing the curve obtained by the line-vortex method (equa-
tion (4)) to the value at the trailing edge given by equation (5).
Displacement and Distortion of Vortex Sheet
Methcds for calculating the effect of distortion on the duwn-
wash are discussed in references 1, 4, and 8. In linearized theory,
the trailing vortex sheet is ordinarily assumed to lie in the
z = O plane. Aotually, the trailing vortex sheet M displmed
and distorted by the perturbation velocities ad generally-tends
to roll up at the edges. The rolling-up process continues until
the entire vorticity is concentrated in two vortex corestrailing
behind eaoh wing tip.
The distance behind the trailing edge at whioh the vortex
sheet is essentially rolled up is (reference 4), in the reduced
coordinate sy@em,
(6)
.
where K is a factor de~endent on the load distribution. For
elliptical load distributions, KS 0.28, whereas for distribu-
tions that have a lateral center of lift farther outboard, K
takes on smaller values, and vice versa. The distance e is
directly proportional to A/~ .
At downstream stations forwhioh x/eb’<(e+c)/@b’, both the
displacement and the distortion of the trailing vortex sheet are
considered adequately aocounted for when computing downwash near
the-plane of synmetry (y/b’ = O) by assuming the vortex sheet to
be displaced as a unit (that is, uridistorted)at eaoh downstream
station by the amount of local displacement of the center line of
the actual vortex sheet. The downwsml displacement of the center
line of the vortex sheet from the traili~ e.igemay be esthaated
by integrating the linearized dowmwash along that line. T!hus,the
total downwara displacement from the z = O plane is
h =ht+~
J’xl=Ca+a IntiXt da (7)
.. . — — —.— . .. .. . .— ————+. .-..— —.
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where h+ = cuisthedcwnward displacement of the trailing edge
from the” z = O ulane with ooorditite origin at the
(-@l - ‘ —
.
is&e downward displacement
edge at a
The downwaah at stations for
essentially simpler to calculate.
stations is indicated in appndix
is on the calculation of downwash
latton is more difficult.
downstream station
leading edge,
of the vortex
xl.
which x/pb’ > (0+-0)/~b’ is
A procedure applicable for thes%
B. The emphasia of this report
near the wing, whe~ the oalcu-
The distanoe e cannot be aoourately detemined at present
because of insufficient knowledge about the factor K. Ultimately,
the magnitude of K
@3n fOrms. -
In the Trefftz
—,
must be experimentallydetermined for various
Dpwnwash in ~efftz 21sne “
@Xls (x/pll‘ = al), equation (4) reduces to
n.
~ rmT T-vi (Ar’)i.—— (R)
Equation (8) is identioal to the equation obtained in subsonio .
theory for the downwashat x=~.
Because of the displacement end the distortion of the trail-
ing vortex sheet and its ultimate degeneration into two trailing
vortex cores, the Trefftz pWhe solution is not a correct approxi-
mation to the actual downwash an infinite distance behind a wing.
The ?!refftzplane solution is nevertheless useful for estimating
the -tide and the spanwise -iation of downwssh at downstream
stations for whioh asymtotio values of downwash are ap~oached
before x/13b’ exoeeds (e+c)/Pb’. ‘l!hisoonditionj however, may
not be obtained for wings with either a small aspeot ratio or a
lerge lift coefficient.
.
,.
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Spanwiee Distribution of Loading
Jhd@icti eXpref3sionSfor the potential.jump Aq acrcss the
plane of each wing were obtained by the method of reference 9.
These equations are given in appendix C for the * regione con-
sidered in this report. The spanwise variation in loading was
obtained with the relation 1?= (Aq)t. The lift coefficient for
the trapezoidal wings was obtained by a qaphical integration of
the spanwise loading curves. 4aFor the triangular wingp, ~ = ~
()(reference 10, p. 361), and f& the rectangular wings, CL=% 1- &(reference 10, p. 380).
Downwash Due to FlaW
The contribution of wing flaw of constant chord to the ver-
ti.oalperturbation velocity may be approximated by replacing the
flap by a horseshoe vortex (fig. 2) with strength equal to the cir-
culation of a two~imensional a~oil of the same chord. 5t is,
(from equation (Cl))
%&
‘f= @@m’
(9)
where ~ is the slo~ p&ameter d the trailing edge, 5 is the
flap deflection angle, and 5f is the chord parameter of the flap
(b and ~f m measured in the flight direction). Rrom equa-
tion (3), the downwash due to both flaps is
(V@ [(k-k’)2-(VV2)2-2C2]
4/(w%-112)%2 [(m2)2+gq+
(n+nJ[(g-g’ )%+92)2-2{21
ft.-k‘)%V-?2)2-C2[(n+?2)2+~q ~
—. _____ . .——— .— .-. . ..-—. .—. ..— .—. —..- ..— - . ..— — ———. ..—— — —- - -
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where ~! is the distance (in the nondimensional coordinate sys-
tam) of the horseshoe vortex from the y,q-axis, and.l VI @ *T12
are the nondimensional ordinates of the trailing line vortioes.
l!hisdownwash is then added to the downwaeh of the plain wing, as
indicated in figure 2, to obtain the downwash due to the complete
wing configuration.
This approximation should result in a good indication of the
downwash if the flap deflection 5 is small, and if the flap chord
is mllallcompared
wash close to the
for the effeot of
required.
with the @ng chord. For cmputat ions of the down-
trailing edge, additional refinements to correct
the chordwise distribution of vorticity may be
DISCUSSION OF DOWWASH CEAKK3
.
Scope of Charts
The wing plan forms for which the dowimmah was computed,
together with an index to the charts (figs. 3 to 22), are shown in
table 1. The plan forms ticlude rectangular wtngs with reduced
ae~ect ratios PA of 2, 4, 8, and 1.2;trapezoidal wi~ with
reduced aspect ratios ranging frcrm2 to 12.8 ad taper ratios of
1/2 and 1/4; and triangul.srwins with reduced aspect ratios of 8
ana 12. The wings are assumed to be flat plates with the specified
plan fprm.
Those plan forms having swept trailing edges are moaifieat
the midspan by paralmlic arcs, tangent to the trailing edges at
0.2b’, in order to decreaae the ma@tties of downwaeh in the
vicinity of the midspan. (For these wings, linearized theo~ pre-
dicts both a discontinuity in the slope of the spanwise loading
curve and an infinite vertical perturbation velocity at the midspan
(reference-2), neither of which would be expected in an actual
fluid flow.) The reduced aspect ratic% and taper ratios af the
trapezoidal wing, however, are based on the original plan form. .
The downwesh charts obtained from equation (4) are presented
in figures 3 to 22 for each plan form of table I for y/b’ = 0, 0.15,
and 0.30,and lz/b’I = O, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. A coordinate origin
at the midspan of the leading edge was chosen for the presentation
of the charts.
..
*— ._. _ .–-– –-—-
—..——
.-—.
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Nineteen horseshoe vortices (n = 38) were used in equa-
tions (4) and (8) to calculate the downwash because trial.computa-
tions indioated that this nmber was sufficiently lerge to yield
good agreement with equation (1), yet not excessively large for
practioal computation.
Equation (5) was used to obtain values of dc/da at the mid-
span of the trailing edge of each wing. Curves were then drawn,
indicated by the dashed lines in the downwash charts, to appr~i -
mate the downwash in the regions close behind the trailing edges.
These approximationswere used for the calculations of the vortex-
sheet displacement ourves (by equation (7)), which appear on each
.
ohart.
The charts also present curves of the dowmwash in the hefftz
plane obtainedfrom equation (8) for Iz/b’I = O, 0.1, 0.3,
and 0.5. These curves provide a basis for extrapolating downwash
near the wing for y/b~ > 0.30. The spankise load distribution of”
each wing is also presented.
Comparisons with B&act Linearized Theory
Eka.ct linearized values of downwash behind the rectangular
wings of figures 19 to 22, obtained by the methcd of reference 7,
illustrate the good agreement obtained by the lifting-line solu-
tions for z/b’ = O and. x/~b’ > c/~b’ + l/2. In the !l!refftz
plane, exact linearized values of downwash (taken from references
7 and 11) are shown for the triangular wings in figures 3 ad 4
and for the rectangular wings in figures 19 to 22. Because dis-
continuities in the slopes of the dowmiash curves are not accurately
predicted by the approximation of equation (4), the spanwise veria-
tion of downwash in the Trefftz plane deviates from the exact lin-
earized values near the coordinates of such discontinuities. (See,
for example, fi=. 20 and 22.) The agreement is generally good,
however. On the basis of these comparisons and the results of
reference 2, all the downwash charts are believed to approximate
closely exact linearized theory.
Factors Influencing Downwash
Ma@ tude of downwash. - A comparison of the downwash near
the wiw with the downwesh in the !lrefftzplane for the various
planfo&w considered indicates
Trefftz plane may be assumed to
that the &J.ues of downwash in the
yield gocd estimates of the order
--_— . ..— —._— —— _——-. — .———-..— .—— . . . .. . .—— —. .—. - —
.. —.-. .—
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of ma@tude d the
The d~h in the
MACA ‘El2141
duwnuaah at stations for which x/~b’ > 2.
Trefftz plane at y/bt = O - z/bl = O may
be e~essed for particular load distributions in term of the lift ‘
coefficient and the aepect ratio. ‘lhds,for a uniform load distri-
bution (refere~ce 12, p. 134),
(10)
whereae, for an elliptic load distribution (referenoe 12, p. 143),
In general,
%
1 (M= T
da ‘z
(11)
(12)
where p is a numiberdependent on the particular load distribution.
F& loadings ranging between the uniform ad the elliptic die-
tributions, 1 c p c 2; whereas for loadings ranging between the
elliptic and triangular distributions, p>2. In general, the
-order of magnitude of the downwaeh is therefore directly propor-
tional to the lift coefficient end a factor dependent on the form
of the load distribution curve, @ invereely l?ro~~ional to the
aepect ratio.
Spanwise vm?iation of downwaeh. - The apanwise variation of
downwesh in the z = O plane is directly related to the form of
the load~istribution curve. The effect of the load distribution
on downwash is illustrated in figure 23. This figure presents tie
downwash in the Trefftz plane, for z = O, behind triangular,
elliptical, and uniform load distributions.
For triangular loading (fig. 23(a)), the downwash in the
z . 0 plane ap~oaohes infinity at midspan. If the load distri-
bution is modtiied so that zero slope exists at midspan, however,
a finite, maximum downwash results (figs. 3 and 4). A greater
mmlification of the triangular loading may further decreaae the
.
B. -.
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downwash at midspan so that the maximum ocmrs at another spanwise
station (for example, near y/b’ = 0.15, fig. 5). The basic char-
acteristic of the triangular-type loading, however, is the decrease
in dC/da behind the wing with an increase in y.
The basic characteristicof elliptic loading (fig. 23(b)) and
modifications thereof (fig. 10) is the essentially constant span-
wise downwash distribution behind the wing. For uniform loading
(fig. 23(c)) and modifications of uniform loading (fig. 21) the
dowuwash parameter dc~da inoreases with y.
Above the plane of the wing, the load distribution does not
have as pronounced an
asithas in the z=
The displacement
effect on-the spanwise variation of downwash
O plane.
Displacement Curves
curves igdicate that the displacement is
practically negligible for x/~b’ <2 when a ad B have val-
ues consistent with linearized theory. Farther downstream, the
displacement increases practically linearly with distance.
METHOD OF APFiXCA!lION
The downwash parameter dc/da at a point
obtained from the charts given in figures 3 to
1. For a Mach nuuiberunder
the point.where the downwash iS
eters x/~bt, y/b’, and z/bt
midspan of the leading edge.
consideration,
behiti a wing is
22 as follows:
the coordinates of
desired are r&duced to the param-
mehsured from an origin at the
2. At stations near the plane of symmetry (y/b’ = O), the
displacement h/b’ of the kortex sheet from the z . 0 plane is
estimated from the displacement chart. This value is added to
z/bf to obtain the net distance of the point from the vortex
sheet.
\
3. For the x/f3b’ and y/b’ psramete~ of the mint, and
the net z/b’ pemameter found in step 2, the value of U /du is
obtained from the downwash ChSrtS.
——. .- —..—— ——.—— .. ——-.— ———-- .—. –—-
——.
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H
w=
w.
the magnitude
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of the downwash w is desired, the relations
ac
-GCLU+WGO for _ with thickness and camber
. d& ~lJ for flat @ates
au
may be used, where w-. is the downwash of the wing at zero angle
of attack. For wings with flaps, the ogtation ~icat~ in the
section Downwash Due to FlaW must also be made.
A correction for the downwash based on an experimental lfi
coefficient is discussed in appendix D. For wings with a small
value of A/~, the rolling up of the trailing vortex sheet must
be considered, ss indicated in appendix B.
M an illustrative example, the downwadi p=mneter a@
willbe found at the point p (x = 15.0, y = 1.5, and z = 1.0)
(fig. 24) behind a reotengular wing, asating:
PA=4
b!
= 5.0
u . 0.07 radians (4°)
M=2
From the steps previously outlined there result:
1. = 1.73P.
x/~b‘ = 1.73
y/bt = 0.30
z/b’ = 0.20
,,
,
.
——..—-—.—.. .—. — -.
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.
2. From figure 20
h/b’ = 0.84 a~ = 0.08
.
The net vertioal distanoe (nondimensional)of the point above the
vortex sheet is then
(Zfir)nets 0.20 + 0.08 = 0.28
3. The value d<d.a = 0.27 is”the desired result.
Lewis Fli@t Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics,
Cleve~, Ohio, January 9, 1950.
—-- . .. —- —...—._____ ------ . . . ._ ..__
.———-—-— -—. — . ..— ___ ._.
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The follmdng
aspect ratio,
wing Semiepan
APPEKOIX A
SYMBOLS
syMbols =e used in
(2b’)2/S
this report:
lift coefficient, L/(~ U%)
voot oh”ord
.
distance from trailing edge to station where trailing vortex
sheet is ess~tially rolled up
downward displacement of trailing vcn%ex sheet from
z =Oplane
downward dis@aoement of trailing vortex sheet from trailing
edge
“m
free-stream Mach number
slope of @an-form leading edge, a@kz
slope of glan-form trailing edge, dqt/d~
total nuniberof trailing line vortices
Z-f?(y-yi)z+w
‘o -B2(Y-YO)2-P2Z2
s @an-from area
.
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w
.
T
u
a
ta~r ratio, tip chord ditided by root chord
free-stream velocity (taken in x~irection)
perturbation velocities in directions x,y,z, respectively
Cartesian coordinate system
angle of attack, radians
cotangent of Mabh angle,
reduced ss~ct ratio
spanwise distribution of
.
strength of line vortex
oirculation
flap deflection angle, radians
downwash angle, radians (positivefor downward flow deflection)
x/pll.f
Yh?’
z/bf
free-streem density
perturbation-velocitypotential
potential $mp acrcas z . 0 plane (9top%0ttm)
Q
AT
.
Subscripts:
f flap
. .. -. —.. —.- -— ....—-——.-. .— .—.—._ . . . .. ..—- .. ..— —.——
-.— .-. .—. -.———. -—..-
8
16
i =
z
In
0
t
—— ——
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1,2,3, . . . n line ~ortices
plan-form leading edge
value &t *pan
variable of integration
plan-fomn trailing edge
/
v
.
—-. .---— —-–—.–— ————- — -——----
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AH?ERDIX B
D-OWWASH AT STATIONS Wl131?EvoR!rExSHEET
At stations for which x/13b’>(e+c)/~b’, an
the aownwash may be obtained hy representing the
horseshoe vortex, the strength of which is equal
approximation to
wing3Y a single
to ~ and the
span cd which is such that the net lift of the homesh~e vortex
equals that of the wing. The corresponding semispan, given by
r1 rho)q~ - — fq)>l-l is indicated in each loading chart of fig-
Uo ‘m 0
ures 3 to 22 by a vertical long-short dashed line. The downwash,
then, is (from equation (8))
An estimate of the displacement of the trailing line vortices
from the z = O plane may be obtained by computing the downwash
parameter at q = ql, ~= O due to the line vortex at q . -ql
and assuming that this value of de/da is constant from the trail-
ing edge to the station at which the displacement is being com-
puted (reference3). ThUE, the displacement is
.=+2?J4Z4h
aUb’ 4)fljl
—. ..— --——--—-— ——— -——-————-----
..—. .——
-.. .— .- .--— -—
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SPANWSE DISTRIIMCION OF CIRCULATION
The spanwise d-titributionof circulation was obtained by
evaluating the following equations for A$’ along the trailing
edge of each wing; that is, r = (A9)t: These equations were
obtained by the method of referenoe 9.
Iu
\/
Region I
(cl)
Region II ‘
Region III
(C3)
-—-
—.
—
.0 NAM m 2141
Region IV
.
1- J
+
-1{J(%+1) (g-q)%=-1 (Y+) (g’+q) +
(C4)
.
—--- —-—- —-—-—— —-— .-
— --
.—
..— .— .-. .———.— -—.—— ..
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APPENDIX D
CORRECTION
Inasmch as the than@
.
LIl?l?DATA
h is &oportional to thein aow?n?as
change in circulation and-therefore to the ~ha&e in lift, the
ratio
(ayjik)
experimental
may he introduced as a correction factor for de/da. This correc-
tion assumes that the form of the experimental loading ourve is
similar to the form of the theoretical loading curve. If the
deviation of the experimental curve is large ox near the wing
tips, the correction factor should still yield satisfactory
approximationsto the downwash near mid.spanstations. Theoretical
values of ~/a are given in the charts.
For essentiallyflat plates, the ratio .
.
C%xcerimental
%eoretical
may be used as a correction factor for w.
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Figure 1. - Lifting-line representation of wing.
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A Exact linearized values,’
referenoe11
—- Uniform loading with
same lift
1.0 2.0 ;;:, 4.0 6.0 6.0
(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and “
vortex-sheet displacement.
Figure 3. - Charts showing plan form, load distribution, downwash in
!h?efftzplane, vortex-sheet displacement and downwash nem W~~o
Reduoedaspeotratio 83 root chord 0.560 ~bl; lift ooeffioient,
4.000 a/(3jmidspan o!roulation, 0.7f0 atlbl.
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(b) Downwash near wimg.
Figure 3. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
do-wash fi ‘l!refftzplane, vortex-sheet ~splaoement ~d do~wash
near wing. Reduced aspeot ratio, 8$ root chord 0.560 (3b~;lift
coeffioi6nt, 4.000 a/@; midspan oirmlation, 0.$70 atlbt.
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(a)Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet &Lsplacement.
Figure 4. ‘- Charts showing plan form, load distribution, downwaah in
Treff!tzplane, vortex-sheet displacement, and do-wash near w~g.
Reduaed aspect ratio, 12; root cho~d, 0.333 ~blJ lift coefficient,
4.000 a/(3Jmldspan circulation, 0.554 aUbl.
.
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O mot linearized value,
equation (5)
[ I I I I y/b8 = o -– - ~ired curve
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 4. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane, vortex-sheet displacement, and downuash
near wing. Reduoed aspect ratio, 12; root ohord, 0.333 ~b~; lift
coefficient, 4.WO sip; midspan circulation, 0.554 allb!.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in !l?refft~ plane, and ‘
vortex-sheet &placement.
fi”gure5. - Charts showing plan form, load distribution, downwash In
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet dkplaoement
Reduced aspec$ ratio
and downwash near wing.
2 root chord 1.660 ~bt~ lift coefficient,
‘ ulation, 2.!2’7Sam?.3.25 a/@; midspan CirO
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(b) DownWash near wing.
Figure 5. - Conoluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane vortex-sheet dieplaoement and downwash
near wing. Reduced aspeo$ ratio 23 root ohord 1.660@b’~ l~ft
ooeffioient,3.25 I%; midswn o!r~fiat~on~?.2’$3a~’o
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash In Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet #isplauement.
Figure & - Charts showing plan form, load distribution,downwash in
Trefftz plane, vortex-sheet displacement and downwash near Wtig.
Reduoedaspectratio,4; root chord 0.860Pi?;lift coeffloient,
3.77 a/9;midspticirculation,1.30faUb~.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 6. - Conoluded. Charts showtig plan form, load distribution
downwash W Treff’tzplane vortex-sheetdisplacement and downwas~
near wing. Reduoedaspec~ratio,43 root o~~610&#~O~b’j lift
ooeffioient,3.?’7a/13;midspanoiroulation,
o
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet $isplaoement.
Rtgure ‘i’.- Charts showing plan form, ‘loaddistribution, downwash In
Trei?ftzplane vortex-sheet displacement and downwash near wing.
Reduced aspea~ ratio, 8 root chord, 0.4(50~bt~ lfft aoefflctent,
J3.93 ~p; midspen olrc ation, 0.704 aTJbl.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 7. - Conoluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane, vortex-sheet displace~nt and downwash
near wing. Reduoed aspeot ratio, 8; root chrd, 0.460 ~bls lift
ooeffioient, 3.93 a/f3Jmidspan circulation, 0.704 aUb’.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution, downwash in Trefftz plane,“and
vortex-sheet displacement.
.
Figure 8. - Chartshowing plan form, load distribution, downwash in
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement. and downwash near wfig.
Reduced aapec{ ratio, 12; root chord, 0.$67~bt; Mft coefficient,
3.93 a/~~ midspan circulation, 0.483 aub~.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 8. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz pl~e, vortex-sheet displacement and downwash
near wing. Reduced aspeot ratio 12 root chord, 0.$67 Pbfi lift
dcoefficient, 3.93 a/P3 midspan I&o ation, 0.483 aUbtO
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet hsplaoement..
Figure 9. - Charts showing Plan form, load distribution, downwash in
TreI?ftzplane vortex-sheetdisplacement and downwash near wing.
Reduced aspeo~ ratio, 2 root ohord 1.333 ~bl; lift coefficient,
3.16 a/13;midspan oirouiatfon, 2.lti .lJbJ.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 9. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane, vortex-sheet displacement, and downwash
near wing. Reduaed aspect ratio, 2; root chord, 1.333 @bf; lift
coefficient, 3.16 a/(3;midspan circulation, 2.161 aDbt.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftm plane, and
vortex-sheet I&placement.
Figure 10. - Charts showing plan form, load distribution, downwash h
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement and downwash near wing.
Reduoed aspeo< ratio, 4 root chord 0.667 @b:~ llft uoeffioient,
43.66 a/~; midspan circ ation, 1.174 aUbB.
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(b) Dovnwash near wing.
Figure 10. - Conoluded. Charts showing plsn form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement
Reduaed aspeo~ ratio
snd downwash
near wing. 43 root ohord 0.687~bt; lift
coefficient,3.66 ~p; midspan droulation, 1.1’$8d’b$.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz pl~e, =d
vortex-sheet &splacement.
FigLWe 11. - Charts showing plan form, load distribution, downwash in
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement, and downwash near wing.
ReduoedasPec~ ratio8 ~a;&og;;+:g::Pb’; lift coefficient,
3.90 IX/p;mi*P= Cfic s
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 11. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in l?refftzplane vortex-sheet dlsplaaement, and downwash
near wing. Reduaed aspec$ ratio, 8; root chord, 0.333 pb~s lift
coefficient, 3.90 a/~; midspan uiroulation, 0.617 alJbl.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet displacement.
Ftgure 12. - Charts showing Plan form, load distribution, downwash in
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement and downwash near wing.
Reduced aspeo< ratfo, 12J root chord, 0.~22 (3b’;lift Coeffia$ent,
3.91 a/p; midspan circulation, 0.419 aubt.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 12. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash h l?refftzplane, vortex-sheet dlsplaoement and downwash
near wing. Reduced aspect ratio 612 root chord O. 22 @b!; lift
Jooeffioient, 3.91 a/f3;mldspan a~c ation, 0.416 aUbr.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet &splauement.
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Figure 13. - Charts showing plan form, load distribution,downwash b
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement, and downwash near wing.
Reduoed aspeo~ ratio, 3.2 root ohord, 1.000 pb’$ lift a6effLotent,
t3.74 CL/p;midspan circula ion, 1.391 aUb~.
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(b) Downwash near w4g.
Figure 13. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in !l?retftzplane, vortex-sheet displacement,and downwash
near wing. Reduced aspect ratio 3.2j root chord, 1.000 Pb*; Mft
ooeffloient, 3.74 a/@j mldspan c~culation, 1.391 allbf.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet 4isplaoemento
.,
Figure 14. . Charts showing ‘planform, load distribution, downwash in
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement, and downwash near wing.
Eleduoedaspeo{ ratio~ 6.4- root ohord, 0.500 Pbl; lift coefficient,
$3.95 ~pi midspan oiruula ion, 0.815 aUbt.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 14. . Conoluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement* and dowmash
near wing. Reduoed aspeo~ ratilo 6.44 root ohord, 0.500 13bf;llft
coefflcient, 3.95 a/(3 midspan ckctilation, 0.815 aUb~.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet $isplaoement.
Figure 15. - Charts showing plan form,,load dlstrlbution, downwash in
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet dlsplaaement and downwash near wing.
Reduced aapec( ratio, 12.8
i
root chord, 6.250 @br; lift coefficient,
3.96 ~~~ midepan oimnilat on, 0,448 allbt.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 1S. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement and downwash
near wing. Reduced aspec&ratio 12.89 root chord, 6.250 ~b’; lift
coefficient, 3.96 a/~; mldspan c&mla!ion, 0.448 atlb~.
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(a) Plan form; load dlstributton, downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet displamment.
~gure 16. - Charts showing plan form’,load distribution, downwash h
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement, and downwash near wing.
Reduoed aspec{ ratio, 2.7; root chord, 1.000 ~bl; lift coefficient,
3.46 a/pj midspancirculation, 1.640 atlbl.
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(b) Downwash near wing. “
R@re 16. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load,distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement,and dounwash
near wing. Reduoed aspeo{ ratio 2.78 root ohord, 1.000 ~bt; lift
ooeffioient, 3.46 a/~; midspan c~oulation, 1.S40 aUbt.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet &plaoement.
Figure 17. - Charts showfng plan form, load distribution, downwash in
l&efftZ plane, vortex-sheet dlsplaaement,and downwash ne~ w~gO
Reduced aspeot ratio 5.3; root ahord, 0.500 ~bt$ llft coefficient,
3080 d~ 3 mldspan O fr.ulation,0.867 .Ubl.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 17. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement,and downwash
nesr wing. Reduced aspeo~ ratio, 5.3* root chord O.soopbt; lift
coefficient, 3.80 a/(3;midspan circ~ation, 0.86$ aUb~.
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(a) Planform, load distribution downwash in Tre$f’tzplane, and
vortex-sheet &plaoement.
Figure 18. - Charts showing plan form, load distribution,downwash in
Tret?ftzplane vortex-sheet displacement,and downwash near wing.
Reduoed aspea& ratio 10.7s root chord, 0.250 ~b$s lift ooeffiaient,
3.91 a/f3jmldspan a~oulation, 0.464 aUb$.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
lHgure 18. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
ti~wash in Tref’ftz plane vortex-sheet &Lsplao~ent ad &~ash
near wing. Reduced aapea~ ratio, 10.7; root chord, &2sO pbt~ lift
coefficient, 3.91 a/@~ midspan circulation, 0.464 aUb~.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution, downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet displacement.
Figure 19. - charts showing plan form, load distribution, downwash in
Trefftz plane vortex-sheet displacement and downwash near wing.
Reduoed aspec~ ratio 23 root ohord l.o~ Pb’j l~ft aoeffic~ents
3.oOO a/p; midspan cfroulation, 2.060 aUbt.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 19. - Concluded. Charts showing plan.form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane, vortex-sheet displacement and downwash
near wing. Reduoed aspeat ratio, 2; root chord 1.060 ~bt; lift
coefficient, 3.000 a/~J midspan eiroulation, 2.600 aUb3.
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(a) Plan form, load distribution downwash In Trefftz plane, and
vort~-sheet &plaaement.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
FQUJ?e 20. - Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in Trefftz plane
near wing. Reduced aspeo
~ ~:~;-:~:~o~i~~r:=;::60~:,~~;sh
coefficient, 3.500 a/~J midspan ctioulation, 1,600 aUb~.
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(a) Planform, load distribution downwash in Trefftz plane, and
vortex-sheet &placement.
Figure 21. - Charts showing Planform, load distribution, dowwash in
Trefftz plane, vortex-sheet displacement and downwash near wing.
Reduced aspect ratio, 8; root chord 0.2#0 ~b~; lift coefficient,
3.75-Oa/p; midspan airoulation, 0.560 aUb*.
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(b) Downwash near wing..
Figure 21. - Concluded. Oharts showing plan form, load distribution,
downwash in !l!refl?tzplane, vortex-sheet displacement,and downwash
near wl.ng. Reduoed aspeut ratio, 8j root chord, 0.250 pbts lift
coes?f’iolent,3.750 a/P; mldspan circulation, 0.500 aUbl.
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(a) Planform, load distribution downwash In Trefftz plane,and
vortex.sheet &splacement.
Hgure 22. - charts showing plan form, load distribution, downwash In
Trefftz plane, vortex-sheet displacement and dowmwash near wing.
Reduoed aspeat ratio, 123 root ohord, 0.f67 ~bl; lift aoef+’loient,
3.833 a/@; midspan oircnilation,0.333 aUb~.
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(b) Downwash near wing.
Figure 2!2.- Concluded. Charts showing plan form, load distribution, ‘
downwash in Trefftz plane vortex-Bheet displacement and downwash
near wing. Reduoed aspect ratio* 12j root ohord, 0.~67 ~bI; lift
coefficient, 3.833 a/p; midspan olraulation, 0.333 aUb?.
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Figure 2?4.- Illustration for oomputed _le (not to scale).
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